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REGARDING EMPLOYMENT OF UKRAINIAN RESEARCHERS

Due to the difficult situation in Ukraine, KAW, MMW and MAW have decided to announce support for the employment of Ukrainian researchers at Swedish universities. The support is a grant of SEK 1 million for a one year employment.

We now invite you as scientific leaders for centers with support from the Wallenberg Foundations to nominate researchers of Ukrainian nationality who you consider to fit into your research programs.

Your nomination must be accompanied by a motivation on how the researcher in question can contribute to your activities, a short CV for the candidate and a certificate from the relevant head of department that he/she is willing to employ the researcher for at least one year.

There is no limit to how many researchers you can nominate, but we want you to indicate priority of the people you propose. The grant should be regarded as startup support and cannot be prolonged

We want your proposals sent to KAW@KAW.se by April 29, 2022.
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